Cloud Services

Cloud Storage
S3-compatible storage in Germany

You are running an application with S3 interface and wish to
prevent unauthorized access or hazards such as loss of data?
Cloud Storage by noris network will be your solution of choice!

Benefits
 Unlimited, scalable storage capacity
 Flexible billing based on the cloud storage used on average per month
 Highest data integrity due to operation and storage of your data in
Germany by certified staff
 Superior availability through self-healing redundancy mechanisms
 Inclusive of all costs, even for PUT, COPY, POST, LIST or GET requests
 High security through hosting in ISO/IEC 27001 and ISO 9001 certified
German data centers

Highlights
 S3-compatible interface
 Multi-redundant cluster
 Geographically distributed across
three data centers
 Operation in BSI-certified German
high-security data centers
 Inclusive of traffic and all ancillary
costs
 Powerful connectivity via own
high-performance backbone

Details

Cloud Services

You are running an application with S3 interface and wish to store your data at a secure,
remote location? Cloud Storage by noris network enables you to store your backup data,
development environments, and large amounts of data associated with virtualization
environments or databases in a high-redundancy storage solution in Germany.
Just select noris network‘s S3 gateway as destination device in your backup client with
S3 interface to automatically save your backup data to the cloud storage in line with your
configured backup scheme and conveniently comply with all criteria for secure backup
operations. Unlike using a local storage system, you won‘t need to worry about scaling but
instead save or delete data in the cloud storage whenever you want. Accounting will be
based on the number of gigabytes of cloud storage used on average per month, and you
won‘t accrue any additional costs for moving data, e.g. when submitting PUT, COPY, POST,
LIST, or GET requests.
To handle the initial delivery of large data volumes, you may wish to send us a mobile data
storage medium we can import for you (service charged on time & materials basis).
noris network‘s Cloud Storage product is a Ceph-based object storage cluster that is
geographically distributed across three of our certified high-security data centers. Selfhealing redundancy mechanisms ensure maximum availability of the storage. Of course,
all data will stay within Germany. The use of the S3 interface, which has evolved into a defacto standard, considerably reduces the effort you will have to invest in the integration of
your application. This provides you with a user-friendly and convenient solution for making
your data secure and highly available.
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